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ANALYTIC PROPERTIES OF ELLIPTIC AND
CONDITIONALLY ELLIPTIC OPERATORS1

MICHAEL E. TAYLOR

Abstract. In this note we give a short proof of a theorem

of Kotake and Narasimhan to the effect that if A is a strongly

elliptic operator of order 2m with analytic coefficients and

\\A'u\\ á C'+1(2mj) !, where || j| is some suitable norm, then u is ana-

lytic. (Actually Kotake and Narasimhan prove the theorem when

A is elliptic, but the trick we use here requires some specialization.)

This is applied to derive a short proof of a theorem proved by

Gârding and Malgrange, in the constant coefficients case, concern-

ing conditionally elliptic operators.

Let fl be an open subset of R", A=A(x, D) a strongly elliptic

partial differential operator defined on Í2 with analytic coefficients,

of order 2m.

Theorem 1. Let «ESD'(ß). Suppose that for every relatively compact

coCŒ and every <bECÔ (u>) we have \iA'u, <j>)\ SCr2m'(2mj)\, where C

and r are constants independent of j and r is independent of <b. Then u

is analytic on Í2.

Proof. Consider F= £;°=o ((-lYm+1)'/(2mj)ï)t2m'A'u. This series

converges on J=( — \/r, i/r) to a continuous function with values

in 3û'(co). Hence FES>'(JXa). Note that (d2m/dt2m)F=(-l)m+1AF.

But (d2m/dt2m) + ( — i)mA is an elliptic operator on JXu with analytic

coefficients, so Fis analytic. Hence u = F(0) is analytic.

Theorem 2. Suppose Ai and A2 are two differential operators of

order 2m which commute, such that A = Ai+A2 is strongly elliptic of

order 2m. Let mGS'(O) and suppose that AiU is analytic while for every

relatively compact open coCß and every <t>ECÔ(co) we have \ (A{u, $)|

^ Cr'(2mj) !, where C and r are independent of j and r is independent of

<j>. Then u is analytic on Ü.

Proof. Since Ai and A% commute we have

a'u = A2u + £( ) A2      ^4i(^im).
k-o\k + 1/
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The hypotheses on A2u and Aiu guarantee that the hypotheses of

Theorem 1 are satisfied for A and u, so u is analytic.

We apply this theorem to derive (a generalization of) a theorem

of [l] concerning conditional ellipticity. Suppose Rn is decomposed

as Rn = RkXRn~k. If xGF", write x = (x', x") with x'ERk, x"GF"-*.

A distribution wGSD'(ß) is said to be analytic in x" if each x0Gß

has a neighborhood of the form U X V such that, on U X V, u

= J2azoVa(x"-x'0')a, vaE£>'(U), such that for every \f/E\CÔ(U),

J02o (va, xp)(x" — x'0')a is a power series which converges absolutely

and uniformly on V. It is well known, and easy to prove, that if u is

analytic in x", then for every relatively compact open coCß we have

||F>""«||íí'(<o)áC|Gl|+1o;! for some C and 5 independent of a.

Theorem 3. Let P=P(x', D) be a partial differential operator on Ü

of order m with analytic coefficients which depend only on x'. Suppose

P(x', D) =P0(x', D')+Px(x', D) where Poix', D') depends analytically

on x' and is elliptic of order m in the arguments D' = (Dx, ■ ■ ■ , Dk), and

where Pi(x', D) is of order ^m, and of order <m in D'. (We call such

P a conditionally elliptic operator.) If «GSD'(ß) is analytic in x" and

if Pu is analytic, then u is analytic.

Proof. Apply Theorem 2 to

. m    ,   im ,       im 2m ,       2m.

Ai = P*P    and    A2 = (-1) a(d   /dxk+i + ■ ■ ■ + d   /dxn )

with a>0 sufficiently large that Ai+A2 is strongly elliptic, at least

on any given relatively compact open subset of £2.
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